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ABSTRACT
Observing user interactions with interactive persona systems offers
important insights for the design and application of such systems.
Using an interactive persona system, user behavior and interaction
with personas can be tracked with high precision, addressing the
scarcity of behavioral persona user studies. In this research, we
introduce and evaluate an implementation of persona analytics
based on mouse tracking, which offers researchers new possibilities
for conducting persona user studies, especially during times when
in-person user studies are challenging to carry out.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Personas are fictitious user representations [12], and are frequently
used in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and User-Centered
Design (UCD) processes. Personas capture essential user needs
and requirements for products [6], help designers avoid the self-
referential bias [26], andmake amental model of end-users available
when real users are absent [32]. Personas can also give faces to user
analytics data [19], humanize a large number of market segments
[9], help compare user types [23], provide design inspiration [30],
help justify and prioritize design choices [33]. Research has also
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shown personas to be an effective communication tool when dis-
cussing user needs and pain points in a product team [8]. Personas
are typically presented as profiles containing key information about
the users (see Figure 1).

To advance the theory and practice of personas, studies on per-
sona behavior (i.e., ‘how end users interact with personas’) are in
great need. This is because understanding persona user behavior
helps inform all aspects of the persona lifecycle [1], from their
creation and evaluation to their successful adoption and use in or-
ganizations. Some of the several fundamental areas of inquiry that
are currently unaddressed include: (1) How do users interact with
personas? (2)What persona information do users pay attention to?
(3)What information causes users to change/reinforce their attitudes?
(4) What information influences users’ decision making? (5) How
do users choose a persona for their task? Empirical questions such
as these are largely unaddressed in HCI literature, hindering the
fundamental progress in persona design and development towards
questions like “What kind of personas should we design?”, “What
features should a persona system have?”, and so on. To address
these fundamental questions, empirical persona user research is
required.

While persona use can be measured in many ways, such as ob-
servations [15], ethnography [8], and eye-tracking [18, 44], mouse-
tracking [40] has shown to be a useful technique in understanding
how users interact with personas. First, such functionality can be
integrated directly into interactive persona systems [24, 25], where
it logs every mouse movement and click of the user, thus providing
a rich dataset of how the system is used, and how the personas are
interacted with. Second, mouse-tracking is an unobtrusive form
of measuring user behavior [4], as it does not interfere with the
user’s natural behavior, and it requires no specific calibration from
the user. Finally, mouse-tracking enables carrying out remote user
studies that are required in exceptional times of a global pandemic
when physical user studies are not possible.

These properties makemouse-tracking a feasible form of persona
analytics (PA). Therefore, contributing to the more effective mea-
surement of personas for both remote and in-person user studies,
we implement a fully functional PA subsystem within an interactive
persona system. We demonstrate the capabilities of the PA system
and discuss ways of using it for persona user studies.

2 RELATED LITERATURE
The phrase “data-driven personas” originates from McGinn and
Kotamraju [27], although quantitative personas were proposed
earlier in software requirements engineering [5, 6]. The idea of
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Figure 1: A data-driven persona profile. The left sidebar [A] shows the available personas on a given dataset. Users’ mouse
interactions (hovering, clicking) with the information elements ([B] [C] [D]) in the profile are tracked by Persona Analytics.
The data is downloadable using the option in bottom-left corner, only available for system administrators.

using “data” for personas can be traced back to Cooper [12] who
proposed that personas should be based on real user goals. The
strive for “data” has consistently been repeated in persona literature
[9, 10, 16, 17, 32, 50, 51]. However, until recently, the application of
data-driven personas was limited.

According to Salminen et al. [34], three “availabilities” have
caused a proliferation of data-driven personas: (1) availability of
online user data from social media and online analytics platforms
via their APIs, (2) availability of data science algorithms and
libraries that can seamlessly be integrated into the data-driven
persona creation process, and (3) availability of web technologies
that surpass the limitations of paper as a medium of choice for
personas. The latter removes the limitation of creating and pre-
senting only a handful of personas, while offering the possibility
to update the personas once they have been created, interaction
techniques to drill down to the persona information and the option
to make quantitative predictions [3]. Overall, these trends have
been described transformational [28], signifying a transition from
static “flat file” personas to “full-stack personas” that are traceable
back to the unit-level data they were created from [19].

From data-driven personas, the next logical step of evolution is
interactive persona system s [3, 28, 34], defined as interactive user
interfaces (UI) that display persona profiles. This UI can, but not
necessarily always, be accessed via web browsers [21, 22, 24, 25].
The benefits of web technologies are their broad applicability and
accessibility. Personas served via the web can be accessed virtually
from anywhere using any device that supports web browsing. Sup-
porting technologies, such as user account management, can be

integrated with relative ease using standard libraries and best prac-
tices. Interactivity enables persona users to perform actions on the
personas, such as analyzing information on gender distributions,
refreshing the persona quotes, filtering the quotes by sentiment
and topic [42], and predicting a persona’s interest for a given topic
[2, 3].

Following these developments in data-driven personas and inter-
active persona systems, multiple opportunities can be envisioned.
For example, interaction techniques and multimedia (e.g., persona
chat/dialogue systems [11], video, AI agents . . .) could be incorpo-
rated into persona systems to serve various end-user needs [37].
New features for comparing personas by goal metrics [36] could
be launched. Personas could be integrated into external system,
such as recommendation, content management, and customer re-
lationship management systems, and online advertising platforms
[41]. However, the unifying factor behind these possibilities is the
need for understanding the persona user behavior, which requires
measurement.

3 PERSONA ANALYTICS
We define ‘persona analytics’ (PA) as the systematic measurement
of behaviors and interactions of persona users engaged with interac-
tive persona systems. When personas are provided through a web
browser, PA takes place via mouse-tracking that records the per-
sona users’ mouse movements and clicks on the provided persona
profiles, although other methods of analytics generation can be
employed. Here, we present one possible implementation while
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Table 1: Envisaged use cases (analytical questions) for Persona Analytics.

Analytical Question Informative for. . .

AQ01 What personas were most/least viewed? Persona Creation
AQ02 What information was most/least viewed? Persona Information Design
AQ03 What were the most/least common transitions between the personas? Persona System Design
AQ04 What were the most/least common transitions between the information elements? Persona Information Design
AQ05 What was the average number of persona visits per user? Persona User Behavior
AQ06 What was the average persona system usage time per user? Persona User Behavior
AQ07 What was the average number of visits per persona? Persona User Behavior
AQ08 What was the average duration of visits per persona? Persona User Behavior
AQ09 How many times (or how long) User A viewed Persona X? Persona User Behavior
AQ10 Comparisons: How did different user groups (male/female; mature/young; software

developers/marketers) differ in their usage behavior?
Persona User Segments

setting forth common motivations and metrics for future PA imple-
mentations.

3.1 Design Requirements
We defined specific analytical questions (AQ) for the PA to guide
the analytics implementation (see Table 1). These use cases involve
analytical questions that we deem important, as similar questions
have been posed in empirical persona user studies [18, 35, 38, 39, 44,
46]. These AQs matter for two roles: researchers and analysts. Both
the role types want to understand persona user behavior, but for
different purposes. An academic researcher wants to understand
fundamental patterns in persona user behavior. An analyst, in turn,
wants specific answers to a given set of personas (e.g., “why was
this persona considered interesting?”).

For the PA system to be able to address these analytical questions,
several requirements need to be satisfied. There is a need to cap-
ture (a) time spent per persona (based on the persona profile being
active on the screen), (b) time spent in each persona information
element (based on the mouse hovering over the element), and the (c)
transition from one persona to another (based on clicks on the per-
sona listing; see left sidebar in Figure 1). These metrics are inspired
by previous persona user studies using a system and/or behavioral
measurement [35, 38–40, 43, 44], deploying similar metrics that can
be captured via mouse-tracking, including dwell time and sequence
of persona information viewed. In the PA system, dwell time is
defined as the time duration for which a user’s mouse is placed
over a screen element.

3.2 Implementation
In total, the PA system we developed tracks 223 UI elements.
Seventy-six (34.1%) of these are click events. Other element types
are section (n=120, 53.8%), tooltip (n=24, 10.8%), and input (n=3,
1.3%). Section items track the persona information elements that a
user’s mouse moves over. For example, [section:Left menu] tracks
the user’s interaction with the persona listing (see [A] in Figure
1a). Click events are recorded when the user clicks the persona
profile. For example, [click:Persona > Headline > Demographic >
More > Open] tracks the user’s clicks for opening the additional
demographic information of the persona (see Figure 1b).

Personas can be sorted by their audience size, and this behavior
is tracked by [click:Left menu > Sorting] (see [B] in Figure 1a).
PA also tracks the use of tooltips. Tooltips inform users on vari-
ous persona information by explaining how the information was
retrieved, providing transparency and explainability [42, 45]. For
example, when users access the topics tooltip [tooltip:Persona >
Viewed Contents > More > Popup > Content > Topic > Info], the
system records this action (see [C] Figure 1a). Data exports of PA
system (see [D] in Figure 1a) are available for system administra-
tors. This functionality triggers a pop-up screen to download the
mouse-tracking data. Finally, input elements track how users sort
the persona information when accessing data breakdowns. Figure
1c shows the behavior of [input:Contents > Sorting].

Furthermore, PA tracks the user’s interaction with each persona
profile. Figure 2 shows the tracked information elements, which are:
A: Headline (name, gender, age, country); B: About (picture, text
description, job, education level, relationship status); C: Audience
Size; D: Sentiment; E: Viewed Conversations; F: Topics of Interest;
and G: Viewed Contents.

The content of these information elements is explained in related
work [2, 3]. Each information element has child elements. For ex-
ample, “About” (B in Figure 2) has the child elements of picture, text
description, job, education level, and relationship status. The PA
system tracks both the parent and child elements. The PA reports
include a column “Hierarchy” with values “Parent” and “Child”.
Using this column, an analyst can choose to examine parent or
child elements separately, and thus avoid duplicated dwell times.

Analysts can access the reports from the persona system’s UI
and by downloading the reports in a CSV file. Five report types are
automatically generated in the data export:

1. Persona report (grouped) = contains data on what per-
sonas were visited, for how long, and how many times

2. Persona report (ungrouped) = contains data on the se-
quence of personas visited, with dwell times

3. Information report (grouped) = contains data on what
persona information was visited, for how long, and how
many times

4. Information report (ungrouped) = contains data on the
sequence of persona information visited, with dwell times
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Figure 2: Visualization of the captured information elements. The borders indicate the elements being captured by the mouse
tracking. As can be seen, the entire persona profile has been encoded with tracked elements.

Table 2: Validation tasks to validate the performance of PA.

Task Purpose

VT01 Visit (by clicking) all personas except the fifth persona in the listing test of event logging
VT02 Visit (by clicking) the personas in order from top to bottom test of transition logging
VT03 View all main information elements (defined in Fig. 2) in the third persona profile

(“Rahul”) by placing your mouse cursor on top of the information element while
reading it

test of profile information logging

5. Raw data = all recorded mouse interactions with the speci-
fied elements and features of the persona system in chrono-
logical order. Analysts can use the raw logs for complicated
analyses that require minute data.

The reports also include User IDs, Session IDs, Persona IDs, and
precise timestamps of each logged event. Sample reports are pro-
vided in the Supplementary Material for the reader’s convenience.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we present results of a study carried out to evaluate
the PA system’s functionality. Two forms of evaluation are carried
out: (a) internal technical evaluation that serves the purpose of
controlled checks to ensure data is recorded appropriately, and
(b) external user evaluation, where a user located in a different
country carries out a task independently and the user’s behavior is
examined.

4.1 Internal Validation
For internal validation checks, ten personas were generated from
the publicly available Instagram data of a mobile telephone operator
(the method of persona generation is reported and validated in
previous work [2, 3]). Three validation tasks (VT) were created to
test different aspects of the PA system (see Table 2).

Table 3: Event logging results (VT01). In the test, the fifth
persona was not visited, but all other personas were. The
logs correctly show zero recorded events for the fifth per-
sona and a varying number of events for the rest.

Persona Persona profile events

Mamdouh 14
Abderaouf 5
Rahul 104
Abdalaziz 5
Muhammad 0
Bander 18
Ashley 6
Allaa 11
Mehmet 15
Hisham 20

One of the researchers carried out the three VTs. Results (Tables
3-5) show that all the tests were passed.

4.2 User Evaluation
We recruited one user to study how he reacts when using a per-
sona analytics system. Although we are aware that having a single
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Table 4: Testing the order of persona visits (VT02). The ‘ex-
pected’ column indicates the expected result based on the
task requirements, and the ‘observed’ column indicates the
observed result. The conditions match 100%.

Expected order Observed order Result

Mamdouh Mamdouh OK
Abderaouf Abderaouf OK
Rahul Rahul OK

Abdalaziz Abdalaziz OK
Bander Bander OK
Ashley Ashley OK
Allaa Allaa OK

Mehmet Mehmet OK
Hisham Hisham OK

participant can be considered as a drawback, we argue that one
user is enough to produce enough electronic data to conduct an
illustrative analysis of persona-user interaction via PA. The indi-
vidual recruited was a Finnish male between the age of 40-50. He
exemplifies a business user with pre-existing knowledge and expe-
rience in the use of personas (but no previous experience in using
the persona system).

A realistic work-task scenario was crafted through discussions
with the user, and the finalized scenario focused on the tourism
sector because this context was of interest to the user. The persona
system was used to generate personas using publicly available
data from a specific Instagram channel of interest to the user. Ten
personas were generated, as this corresponds to the system default,
and a user account was created for the test user to access the system.
The user’s consent was acquired to record the mouse movement.
The user then browsed the personas and provided written feedback
on them and on the system. This evaluation focuses on analyzing

the behavioral data of the user, and we leave the written feedback
for future work.

Overall, the user spent 58.5 minutes browsing the personas. The
user interacted with all the personas (see Figure 4), although the
time spent per persona and the number of visits per persona varied
greatly. Moreover, the personas were not visited in the order of pre-
sentation (from top to bottom), but instead in a non-linear fashion.
Kendall tau Rank Correlation (τ = 0.244, p = 0.37) indicates a lack
of dependence between the order of personas in the system and the
observed order of viewing. The following chain (“persona n-gram”)
indicates the user’s order of visiting different personas:

Jenni → Tiina → Jenni → Jennifer → Jenni → Jennifer → Mar-
jatta→ Ashley→ Jennifer→ Chris→ Jenni→ Ashley→ Jennifer
→ Chris→Mikko→ Henna→Mikko→ Jenni→ Chris→ Jen-
nifer→ Ashley→ Jennifer→ Chris→ Jennifer→ Ashley→ Tiina
→Minna → Leena→Marjatta

Using such persona n-grams, a state transition matrix can be
created and Marko Chain analyses can be deployed (cf. [14, 31, 47,
49]). This opens a major linkage to tools for analyzing persona user
behavior. For example, which personas are most frequently visited?
Which are most often compared against one another?

Altogether, the user made 29 transitions from one persona to
another. From the data, we observed that the last visit was clearly an
outlier by dwell time (12,137.9 seconds, which ismore than 100 times
higher than the average dwell time per persona when excluding
this persona). In this case, the user most likely left the computer
for a long time and returned later to log-out (thus triggering the
exit event for logging the persona dwell time). This highlights the
difficulty of tracking the last persona’s dwell time accurately and
the importance of manually inspecting the data. To remove the
outliers’ impact on results, we carry out imputation to replace
with the mean dwell time per persona, calculated from the other
personas. All aggregate dwell times reported are based on this
outlier-corrected imputation.

Figure 3: Left side: Reconstruction of the user’s persona transition path, indicating a non-linear viewing behavior – the user
does not click the personas in order from top to bottom but instead switches between them in a highly sporadic fashion. Right
side: Reconstruction of the user’s mousepath based on the logged data. Arrows indicate the direction of mouse movement.
Numbers indicate the typical order of moving the mouse from one element to another.
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Table 5: Information logging results (VT03). All the information elements reported at least one visit.

Persona Persona information Frequency of visits Result (OK: >0)

Rahul Headline 3 OK
Rahul About 27 OK
Rahul Audience Size 3 OK
Rahul Sentiment 1 OK
Rahul Viewed Conversations 41 OK
Rahul Topics of Interest 9 OK
Rahul Viewed Contents 14 OK

Table 6: User’s mouse movement over different persona information.

Persona Information Dwell time Frequency of visits

About 848.212 10
Audience size 141.476 3

Topics of Interest 97.457 4
Viewed Conversations 50.715 4

Viewed Contents 23.877 2
Sentiment 2.344 3
Headline 0.735 3

The descriptive statistics of the user’s dwell time per persona
(M=121.1s, SD=204.1s) indicate strong variation, as the standard
deviation is considerably higher than the mean. In other words, the
user’s attention is divided unevenly among the personas. The same
is true for dwell time of specific persona information within the
profile (M=7.5s, SD=61.7s), with details shown in Table 6

5 DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated a comprehensive solution to tracking user
interactions with an interactive persona system. This solution en-
ables precise measurement of user behavior for remote user studies
(important for special circumstances such as during global pan-
demics), and opens several avenues for persona user studies that
can contribute to our understanding of some fundamental questions
in HCI and UCD: How are personas actually used? What information
do users most interact with? How do users browse and select personas?

PA offers several advantages over ready-made solutions like
Google Analytics (GA): (1) data ownership (no need to send data
to a third-party server), (2) complete customizability of the reports
(e.g., creation of persona n-grams), and (3) access to raw clickstream
data if needed for more detailed analyses (not available in standard
implementation of GA). Finally, (4) persona n-grams can be readily
created from the PA’s output, which would not be the case for the
outputs of a standard GA implementation.

6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
One challenge is that the user’s attention may not correlate with
mouse movement [7, 29]. Nonetheless, implementing mouse dwell
time already prepares the database structure and data processing
for the possible deployment of eye-tracking in PA via a webcam in
the future. An advantage of mouse-tracking is that it is an unob-
trusive form of tracking natural user behavior. Other advantages

are that (unlike eye-tracking) it requires no calibration, while giv-
ing accurate numbers of duration and sequence of visiting specific
personas, which is something that eye-tracking can only give after
manual annotation.

Another development item is showing elaborate reports directly
in the persona system’s UI – currently, users are required to down-
load the reports and analyze them in a spreadsheet software. How-
ever, charts and tables summarizing the persona users’ behavior
could be presented directly in the system.

Exciting research opportunities are available with the introduc-
tion of PA. Calculating time spent per persona enables us to analyze
how long a user investigated a certain persona profile. Behavioral
topics such as order effects [13], revisit frequency, persona com-
parisons, satisficing behavior [48], and choice can be investigated
deploying the persona state-transition matrix and Markov Chain
techniques [20]. Persona information design can be informed by
dwell time analyses, and typical persona viewing patterns and in-
formation viewing patterns can be deduced in interactive persona
user studies using a live system. As such, the PA system opens up
substantial avenues for future research.
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